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Shimizu, A. (Nagoya U niv.) 
The flexibility of the magnetic field structure is an 
important issue in the design of CHS-qa as the satellite 
machine of LHD. To investigate the effect of the non 
ambipolar ripple diffusion fluxes on the determination of 
radial electric fields by breaking the quasi-symmetry is a 
experimental theme to be studied. The most important 
phenomenon is the bifurcation of the roots of neoclassical 
ambipolar condition. The bifurcation is predicted in the low 
collisionality regime where both of electron and ion are in 
11 v regime or resonant super banana regime. The nonlinear 
dependence of the ambipolar electric field on the 
collisionality sometimes forms the electric field shear of ""'-" 
100V/cm2. The barrier due to this mechanism was observed 
at the core region of p ""-'0.3 in CHS[ 1]. This situation can 
be made also in CHS-qa by breaking the quasi-symmetry 
with the additional residual ripples. The residual ripples of a 
few% exist even in the core region, and their spectral 
structure can be controlled by the additional external 
magnetic fields and/or by changing the modular coil current 
ratio[2]. It is a unique characteristics, which is different from 
toroidal coil ripples in tokamaks, that can be used to control 
the radial electric field in the core region. In residual ripple 
spectrum components, B0 1 bumpy ripple is a relatively 
large component and its amplitude can be easily controlled 
without additional external field coils. When the bumpy 
ripple at core region is increased to be comparable to the 
toroidicity ( E b ""'-" E t), the operation regime of CHS-qa 
( v the =104 ""-' 105s- 1) is expected to be in the 1/ v regime 
similarly to CHS( E b ""'-" E t)' and thus the determination of 
the radial electric field by the neoclassical ambipolar 
condition and its bifurcation are expected. 
We investigate here the effect of B0 1 bumpy ripple at p 
=0.3 in 2a36 configuration having the bumpy ripple of 
B0 11B00""-'2% at the core region. This configuration is an 
alternative configuration of CHS-qa being studied for a good 
alpha particle confinement[3]. By increasing this ripple 
component artificially, the 11 v dependence of diffusion 
coefficient, which is similar to CHS, is obtained. Fig.1 
shows the mono-energetic diffusion coefficients r code(l1) 
given by DKES code for CHS and CHS-qa (2a36), in which 
the bumpy ripple is increased to B0 1!B00=5% at P =0.3. 
Fig.2 and Fig.3 show the energy integrated diffusion 
coefficients L 11 of electron and ion, respectively. In the 
operation regime of CHS and CHS-qa, diffusion coefficients 
of both machines indicate almost identical 11 v dependence 
on collision frequencies and almost identical dependence on 
radial electric fields. Therefore the electron root can be 
expected also in CHS-qa with appropriate residual ripple 
control and plasma parameter control. This result indicates 
the flexibility of CHS-qa for the study of the mechanism 
determining radial electric fields and the suppression of 
turbulent transport by the radial electric field shear for both 
of non-axisymmetric tori and axisymmetric tori. 
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Fig.1 The mono-energetic diffusion coefficients at P =0.3 
of CHS (left) and "bumpy" 2a36 (right). 
The diffusion coefficients decrease monotonically with 
increasing the radial electric field. 
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Fig.2 The energy integrated diffusion coefficients of electron 
at p =0.3 of CHS(left) and "bumpy" 2a36 (right). 
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Fig.3 The energy integrated diffusion coefficients of ion 
at p =0.3 of CHS(left) and "bumpy" 2a36 (right). 
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